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Abstract: Accurate measurement of the radiative properties of clouds and aerosols is of great sig-
nificance to global climate change and numerical weather prediction. The multi-angle polarization
imager (MAPI) onboard the Fengyun-3 precipitation satellite, planned to be launched in 2023, will
provide the multi-angle, multi-shortwave infrared (SWIR) channels and multi-polarization satellite
observation of clouds and aerosols. MAPI operates in a non-sun-synchronized inclined orbit and
provides images with a spatial resolution of 3 km (sub-satellite) and a swath of 700 km. The obser-
vation channels of the MAPI include 1030 nm, 1370 nm, and 1640 nm polarization channels and
corresponding non-polarization channels, which provide observation information from 14 angles.
In-flight radiometric and polarimetric calibration strategies are introduced, aiming to achieve ra-
diometric accuracy of 5% and polarimetric accuracy of 2%. Simulation experiments show that the
MAPI has some unique advantages of characterizing clouds and aerosols. For cloud observation, the
polarization phase functions of the 1030 nm and 1640 nm around the scattering angle of a cloudbow
show strong sensitivity to cloud droplet radius and effective variance. In addition, the polarized
observation of the 1030 nm and 1640 nm has a higher content of information for aerosol than VIS-NIR.
Additionally, the unique observation geometry of non-sun-synchronous orbits can provide more
radiometric and polarization information with expanded scattering angles. Thus, the multi-angle
polarization measurement of the new SWIR channel onboard Fengyun-3 can optimize cloud phase
state identification and cloud microphysical parameter inversion, as well as the retrieval of aerosols.
The results obtained from the simulations will provide support for the design of the next generation
of polarized imagers of China.

Keywords: Fengyun satellite; precipitation measurement satellite; multi-angle polarization imager;
shortwave infrared channel; cloud; aerosol

1. Introduction

Rapid environmental and climate change caused by human activities is exposing the
planet to huge potential risks [1]. The changes in cloud cover and the complexity of cloud–
radiation–climate interactions bring large uncertainty in predicting global climate change.
The cloud–radiation interaction is a difficult problem related to many macrophysical and
microphysical parameters of clouds [2–4]. At the same time, aerosols can trigger cloud
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formation by acting as cloud condensation nuclei [5,6]. Therefore, global observations of
cloud and aerosol properties as well as their radiation effects are crucial.

Multi-angle, multi-spectral polarimeters are the sensors that provide the most informa-
tion needed for cloud and aerosol characterization on the global or regional scale [7–10]. The
usual scanning radiometer, which observes a given Earth target only from a separate angle,
makes it difficult to accurately describe the morphology of the clouds and aerosols [11,12].
The advantage of polarization observations is that the sensitivity of atmospheric particles
is more than that of land surfaces. It could overcome the problem that surface signals mask
atmospheric signals in intensity observations [13–15]. In addition, multi-angle polariza-
tion observations can determine the thermodynamic phase of clouds and further retrieve
the size and shape of cloud particles, which are important cloud parameters in climate
models [1].

Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) was designed to observe the inten-
sity of scattered sunlight in different directions, contributing to distinguishing the types
of clouds and aerosols [16]. Then, the world’s first spaceborne multi-angle polarimeter
POLarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER) was developed
by the French Space Centre (CNES) [17]. After that, China launched several POLDER-
like instruments with similar channels, such as MAI (Multi-Angle polarization Imager),
CAPI (Cloud and Aerosol Polarization Imager), and DPC (Directional Polarimetric Cam-
era) [18–20]. Multi-view Multi-channel Multi-polarization Imaging (3MI) is the planned
second-generation polar orbit satellite payload of the European Meteorological Satellite
Applications Organization (EUMETSAT). It is designed to extend the observation channel
to VIS-NIR and SWIR by using two optical heads and two detectors [21]. The overview of
launched and completed polarization imagers are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of launched and completed polarization imagers.

Channel POLDER MAI/TG CAPI/TanSat DPC/GF5 3MI/ESP MAPI/FY3 Main Applications

Observation
mode

Area array
wide

angles

Area array
wide

angles

Line array
push broom
single angle

Area array
wide

angles

Area array
wide

angles

Area
array

wide angles

Polarized

VIS-NIR

410 aerosol

443 aerosol

490 490 490 aerosol/cloud/surface

565 555 surface albedo

670 670 670 670 670 aerosol

865 865 865 865 aerosol/cloud

SWIR

1030 cloud/aerosol/surface

1370 1370 cirrus

1640 1650 1640 cloud/aerosol/surface

2130 cloud/surface

Non-
polarized

VIS-NIR

443 380 443 aerosol

565 870 565 surface albedo

763 763 763 763 cloud/aerosol height

765 765 765 754 cloud/aerosol height

910 910 910 910 water vapor

SWIR

1020 1030 cloud/aerosol/surface

1375 1370 cirrus

1640 cloud/aerosol/surface

SWIR has unique advantages in detecting and analyzing surface–atmospheric targets
that cannot be identified using VIS-NIR alone. Due to its stronger penetration ability, SWIR
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can improve the detection of thick clouds and heavily polluted atmosphere, as well as the
surface descriptions. There are many studies using SWIR for cloud detection [22]. Gao et al.
(1993) found that due to the strong absorption of water vapor in the lower layers of the
atmosphere at 1.38 um and nearby wavelengths, it instead shows strong sensitivity to high-
level cirrus clouds [23]. Sun et al. (2017) developed an automatic cloud detection algorithm
using the SWIR band of MODIS and the Landsat 8 OLI [24]. For evaluation of aerosols, Min
et al. (2010) used the SWIR band and the visible band of MODIS to clarify the contribution
of surface reflectance, thereby improving the retrieval accuracy of aerosols [25]. Hou et al.
(2018) have shown that the inversion accuracy of aerosol microphysical parameters in
vegetation regions can be improved by using polarized radiance data in the SWIR band [26].
Dlugach et al. (2021) found the possibility of a 1.378 µm band to obtain microphysical
characteristics of stratospheric aerosols via a space-based multi-angle imager [27].

The channels of the existing POLDER-like instruments were set mainly in VIS-NIR,
until both VIS-NIR and SWIR were proposed by the 3MI mission. A SWIR multi-angle
polarization imager (MAPI) onboard the Fengyun-3 precipitation measurement satellite
of the China Meteorological Administration is planned to launch in 2023. This study
investigates the advantages of SWIR multi-angle polarization measurements for cloud and
aerosol inversion through simulation experiments. Section 2 introduces the observational
characteristics and data product of the MAPI. The results of simulation experiments and
the application potential are shown in Section 3. The study is concluded and discussed in
Section 4.

2. MAPI Onboard FY-3 Precipitation Measurement Satellite
2.1. FY-3 Precipitation Measurement Satellite Program

The Fengyun-3 (FY-3) precipitation measurement satellite is mainly used for heavy pre-
cipitation monitoring in disastrous weather systems, providing support for improving the
accuracy of precipitation meteorological forecasts. The satellite is in a non-sun-synchronous
inclined orbit with an inclination of 50◦ ± 1◦ and an orbital altitude of 407 km. Active
radar and a passive optical imager enable the retrieval of cloud and precipitation pa-
rameters [28–30]. Precipitation measurement radars (PMR) provide three-dimensional
measurement of clouds and precipitation. The simplified medium-resolution spectral
imager (MERSI-RM) is a set of eight observation channels (0.650–12 µm), consisting of five
solar reflection band channels and three thermal infrared channels, and the spatial resolu-
tion of all channels is 500 m. The High-Accuracy Onboard Calibrator (HAOC) measures
the radiance spectrum of 400 nm to 1060 nm at 4 nm spectral sampling interval, designed
to support high-precision space calibration for other reflected solar band instruments.
Finally, the MAPI provides multi-angle and multi-polarization observation information
(Figure 1). The advantage of observation by multiple sensors on the same platform is the
spatial-temporal consistency with high synchronization, which can enhance the synergis-
tic effect on the retrieval of geophysical parameters and serve the observation chain of
aerosol–cloud–precipitation (Figure 2).

2.2. Overview of MAPI

The MAPI has an optical lens with a wide field of view (±40◦ × ±40◦), combined with
a two-dimensional indium gallium arsenic (InGaAs) focal plane detector. The observation
channel is concentrated in SWIR, consisting of 1030 nm, 1370 nm, and 1640 nm polarized
and non-polarized channels, aiming to improve the description of cloud and aerosol
properties [21]. The earth–atmosphere system observed by the MAPI is continuously and
instantaneously imaged on an area array detector with 256 × 256 pixels, achieving spatial
resolution of 2.96 km under a swath of 700 km. For an observing object, the MAPI can
measure it from up to 14 viewing angles (Figure 3). For each observation angle, all spectral
and polarization information is contained. The radiometric and polarimetric measurements
of the DPC are better than 5% and 2%, respectively. The instrumental parameters of the
MAPI onboard the FY-3 satellite are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Specifications of MAPI.

Type Specifications

Detector Two-dimensional InGaAs
Spectral wavelength SWIR 1030 nm, 1370 nm, 1640 nm

Orientation of the polarizer −60◦/0◦/60◦

Polarization vector Stokes vector I/Q/U
Field of view ±40◦ × ±40◦

Sub-satellite resolution 2.96 km (@407 km)
Observation swath 700 km (@407 km)

Dynamic range >1
Radiation measurement accuracy >5%

Polarization measurement accuracy >0.02 (@P = 1)
Number of angles 14

SNR ≥600@Solar constant
Observation target Cloud and Aerosol

The rotating wheel module between the optics and focal plane provides 13 (1 + 3× 3 + 3)
measurement channels, including a background channel, 3 polarized bands (1030, 1370,
and 1640 nm), and 3 non-polarized bands (1030, 1370, and 1640 nm). Each polarized band
consists of three channels equipped with a polarizer whose polarization angles are close to
60◦, 0◦, and −60◦, respectively. The three polarized channels of the same band are adjacent,
which are geometrically registered by a wedge prism. The detailed information is shown in
Table 3 and Figure 3.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the 6 designed MAPI bands.

Channel Spectral Band/nm Bandwidth/nm Wedge Prism Polarization

1 dark background \ no no
2 1030P1 30 + yes (+60◦)
3 1030P2 30 no yes (0◦)
4 1030P3 30 - yes (−60◦)
5 1370P1 50 + yes (+60◦)
6 1370P2 50 no yes (0◦)
7 1370P3 50 - yes (−60◦)
8 1640P1 50 + yes (+60◦)
9 1640P2 50 no yes (0◦)
10 1640P3 50 - yes (−60◦)
11 1030 30 + no
12 1370 30 no no
13 1640 50 - no
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2.3. Radiometric Model and In-Flight Calibration Strategy

The partially linearly polarized light, which is the main object observed by the MAPI,
can be represented by three Stokes parameters (I, Q, U). For any linear polarization vector
E, the Stokes parameter can be expressed as:

I = Inp + Ipol
Q = Ipol ·cos2α = DoLP·I·cos2·AoLP
U = Ipol ·sin2α = DoLP·I·sin2·AoLP

(1)

where I is the total incident radiance, while Inp is the unpolarized radiance and Ipol is the
polarized radiance, and DoLP is the ratio of Ipol to I.

The radiometric model of the instrument is used to describe the physical properties of
the instrument to obtain the response of each spectral channel and each detector element
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to any incident polarized light. For the incident light vector E (I0, Q0, U0) to be observed,
a certain band (k) of one of the detector elements (row and column number l, p), and a
polarizer (a), the response value of the instrument can be expressed as:

DNk,s,a
l,p = Ak

l,p·
(

P1k,a
i,j ·I0 + P2k,a

i,j ·Q0 + P3k,a
i,j ·U0

)
+ Cl,p (2)

among them, DNk,s,a
l,p is the response value of the instrument within integration time s,

and Ak
l,p is the mean absolute calibration coefficient. Cl,p indicates the dark current of

the channel. P1, P2, P3 are polarization calibrated coefficients, indicating the polarization
phenomena of the optics and the filter units [31]. From the Stokes parameters measured
by the MAPI, the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) and the angle of linear polarization
(AoLP) can be obtained.

DoLP =

√
Q2 + U2

I
(3)

AoLP =
1
2

tan−1
(

U
Q

)
(4)

Similar to the previous POLDER and the upcoming 3MI, the MAPI does not have
an onboard calibrator. On the basis of comprehensive and representative pre-launch
calibration, the in-flight performance of radiometric and polarization observation could
be verified and calibrated through cross-calibration with other instruments on the same
platform (including HAOC and MERSI-RM) and vicarious calibration by natural targets.

Cross-calibration provided by other instruments on the same platform is an important
calibration tool, as it provides the same observation time and almost coincident observation
geometry for the same spectral interval. Hyperspectral observations of HAOC can provide
the radiometric benchmark for the 1030 nm channel of the MAPI, because of its high
precision (with radiometric accuracy better than 2%) and low uncertainty. MERSI-RM on
the same platform has 1380 nm and 1640 nm channels, and performs in-flight calibration by
an onboard calibrator. Therefore, HAOC and MERSI-RM can provide the MAPI with high-
precision radiometric cross-calibration. Using the radiometric calibration coefficient before
launch and the in-flight reflectance observed by the three instruments, a new radiometric
calibrated coefficient of the MAPI can be estimated by cross-calibration:

A1030
in− f light = A1030

pre f light·
I1030
HAOC

I1030
MAPI

(5)

A1370/1640
in− f light = A1370/1640

pre f light ·
I1370/1640
MERSI−RM

I1370/1640
MAPI

(6)

The successful vicarious calibration methods applied to POLDER will be extended
to new SWIR channels of the MAPI, including radiometric calibration and polarization
calibration [17,32,33]. Vicarious calibration relies on the natural scene as a radiometric
benchmark, including sunglint, deep convective clouds, and deserts. The in-flight per-
formance of polarization measurement is verified using two complementary polarization
calibration methods. One is based on unpolarized targets, such as clouds, while the other
uses strongly polarized targets, such as sunglint over the ocean. It is shown in Figure 4 that
the DoLP of sunglint is extremely high, with the range of 0.8 to 1. Thus, sunglint can be the
high and stable DoLP target for polarization calibration.
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3. Advantage the Observation of MAPI

The multi-angle polarization imager onboard FY-3 has the advantage of the new
SWIR channel, unique orbital characteristics, and collaborative observation of multiple
instruments on the same platform. Some simulations were conducted to illustrate the
advantages of improving the characterization of clouds, aerosols, and the surface by
the MAPI.

3.1. Improving the Description of Cloud Characteristics

The multi-angle polarization observation provides a unique cloud detection method,
that is, “cloudbow” at the specific range of scattering angle around 140◦, due to large,
polarized reflectance scattered by a water cloud [34,35]. In addition, the water and ice
clouds can be effectively distinguished based on whether there is a cloudbow. Figure 5
shows the water cloud observed by the polarimeter. It shows an obvious cloudbow in
the polarization measurement of the water cloud in the top right of Figure 5b, while the
phenomenon is not seen in total reflectance (Figure 5a). In addition, Figure 5b indicates
that the cloudbow present by polarized reflectance is not shown in all of the water cloud
region, but the aera of the scattering angle is around 140◦.

The cloud droplet size distribution is the important parameter of cloud radiation study,
which can be characterized by cloud droplet radius (CDR) and effective variance (EV).
Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the polarized phase function of CDR and EV in the angle
range around cloudbow, including the “primary cloudbow” range (135◦–145◦) and the
“supernumerary cloudbow” range (145◦–165◦). For the 1030 nm band shown in Figure 6a,
when EV adopts 0.01, as the CDR increases from 10 µm to 25 µm, the polarized reflectances
of the peak of the primary cloudbow are significantly improved, with the values of 0.20,
0.24, and 0.40, respectively. In addition, the corresponding scattering angle moves to the
smaller regions from 144◦, 142◦, and 140◦. For 1640 nm (Figure 6c), the peak values are
0.3, 0.35, and 0.51 under the scattering angles of 143◦, 141◦, and 140◦. As for EV shown in
Figure 6b,d, when CDR is 25 µm, as EV grows, the amplitude of the peak of both primary
cloudbow and supernumerary cloudbow weaken obviously. The polarized phase function
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for smaller EV (0.01) presents much stronger fluctuation. It can be seen that the polarization
phase functions of the 1030 nm and 1640 nm bands show strong sensitivity to CDR and EV,
and stronger than that of the 865 nm band indicated by Shang et al. (2019). Compared with
multi-angle polarization instruments such as POLDER and DPC, the unique SWIR channel
of the MAPI can enhance the inversion of cloud microphysical parameters.
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cloudbows (145◦–165◦).

3.2. Optimizing Aerosol Characterization

For troposphere aerosol satellite remote sensing, the contribution of the surface and
atmosphere to the apparent radiance is coupled, and for accurate aerosol inversion, the
surface contribution must be accurately described [20,36]. We studied the sensitivity of the
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intensity information and polarization information of different channels to aerosols through
sensitivity experiments, including common VIS-NIR bands of 490 nm, 670 nm, and 865 nm
and the new channels of 1030 nm and 1640 nm. Degree of freedom for signal (DFS) can be
used to characterize the content of information obtained from satellite observations for the
inversion parameters [26]. The greater the content of information, the higher the expected
inversion accuracy. Taking the parameters of the aerosol model and surface mode as the
state vector, the content of information can be obtained. The aerosol model was selected as
the coarse particle mode and the fine particle mode, respectively, the aerosol optical depth
was 0.4, and the surface model adopted bare soil (for details refer to Appendix A). Figure 7
presents that the information content of intensity and polarization observations of 1030 nm
band under the dominance of the fine mode are 8.60 and 9.27, while those of the 1640 nm
band are 8.33 and 9.81. Similarly, under the dominance of the coarse mode, the total
intensity and polarization observations in the 1030 nm band are 8.70 and 9.92, while those
in the 1640 nm band are 8.33 and 9.93. Compared with the intensity information content,
that of the polarization observation was greatly improved. The contents of information of
polarized 1030 nm and 1640 nm bands are larger than the VIS-NIR bands. Additionally,
from the comparison of the two modes, the two polarization bands of 1030 nm and 1640 nm
of the MAPI have more advantages in detecting coarse aerosols.
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3.3. Unique Advantages of Non-Sun-Synchronous Orbits

The atmospheric particle microphysical parameters are highly correlated to radiomet-
ric characterization, as the function of the scattering angle of the particle, and some of the
signature scattering phenomena, are only presented at the specific scattering angle, such as
the cloudbow [1]. For example, the effective radius of most large cloud droplet particles is
often overestimated due to the lack of observations in the primary cloudbow region [9],
as shown in Figure 6. Polarization observations under different geometry conditions can
be obtained in the non-sun-synchronous orbit, which is of unique significance for the
observations of vector radiation [8]. As in the scattering angle simulation shown in Figure 8,
when the sun zenith angle (SZA) is 30◦, the scattering angles greater than 140◦ (related to
cloudbow) are only distributed around the view zenith angle (VZA) of 5◦–55◦ and relative
azimuth angle (RAA) of 120◦–240◦, while when the SZA is 60◦, the scattering angles greater
than 140◦ are distributed around VZA of 35◦–85◦ and RAA of 150◦–210◦. Therefore, as
sun zenith angles vary in non-sun-synchronous inclined orbits, the distribution of scatter-
ing angles of atmospheric particles observed by the MAPI changes. Combined with the
multi-angle observation characteristics of polarization imagers, the observation range of
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scattering angles of atmospheric particle is expanded, which contributes to the retrieval of
atmospheric particle characteristics.
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Figure 8. Distribution of scattering angles of atmospheric particles observed by instruments at
different sun zenith angles (SZA) for (a) 30◦ and (b) 60◦. The radial direction represents the view
zenith angle (VZA), while the circumferential direction indicates the relative azimuth angle (RAA).

3.4. Collaborative Observation of the Optical Instruments

The collaborative observation of the MAPI, MERSI-RM, and HAOC is shown in
Figure 9. MERSI-RM can provide the MAPI the observed cloud information of VIS-NIR
and a thermal infrared band with higher spatial resolution. During orbital operation, cross
calibration of radiometric measurements between three instruments is designed to transfer
higher radiometric measurement accuracy to the MAPI. On the other hand, the polarimetric
characterization of incident light observed by the MAPI can be used for the polarization
sensitivity correction for MERSI-RM and HAOC. Therefore, the collaborative of the three
optical instruments will improve the retrieval accuracy of clouds and aerosols.
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4. Conclusions

The multi-angle polarization imager (MAPI) onboard the Fengyun-3 precipitation
satellite will be launched in 2023. This study introduces the observational characteristics of
the new instrument and demonstrates the unique advantage of characterizing clouds and
aerosols among the existing polarization imagers.
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The MAPI is a new airborne imaging polarimeter for clouds and aerosols, serving
the observation chain of aerosol–cloud–precipitation. The MAPI operates in a non-sun-
synchronized inclined orbit and provides images with a spatial resolution of 3 km (sub-
satellite) and a swath of 700 km. This instrument is a POLDER-like polarimeter, but can
measure the linear degree of polarization of 1030 nm, 1370 nm and 1640 nm with 14 view
angles. In-flight radiometric and polarimetric calibration strategies are introduced, aiming
to achieve radiometric accuracy of 5% and polarimetric accuracy of 2%.

Simulation experiments show that for cloud observation, the polarization phase func-
tions of the 1030 nm and 1640 nm around the scattering angle of cloudbows show strong
sensitivity to cloud droplet radius and effective variance, and stronger than that of 865 nm.
For aerosol observation, the polarized channels of 1030 nm and 1640 nm have a higher
content of information than VIS-NIR polarized channels. The unique observation geometry
of non-sun-synchronous orbits and collaboration with other instruments on the same plat-
form will enhance the accuracy of the calibration and retrieval of the MAPI. Therefore, the
multi-angle polarization measurement of the new SWIR channel can optimize cloud phase
identification and water cloud droplet effective inversion, as well as aerosol retrieval.

However, the observation channel of the MAPI onboard the Fengyun-3 satellite is
limited, mainly focusing on the SWIR channel, and the combined use of the VIS-NIR
channel needs collaborative observation with DPC or MERSI. On the planned Fengyun-5
satellite platform, the next-generation polarization imager will be an earth observation tool
with sufficient detection channels and high measurement accuracy. The results obtained
from the simulations in this study will provide support for the design of the next generation
of polarized imagers of China.
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Appendix A. The Parameters of Aerosol Simulation Experiments

In this study, the settings of all bands are shown in Table A1. Table A2 presents
the microphysical parameters of the aerosol model of the coarse and fine model aerosols
following a bimodal lognormal distribution function, including the refractive indices of real
parts (mr) and imaginary parts (mi), the effective radius (reff) and variance (Veff), as well as
fine mode fraction (FMFV). The surface model adopts an improved BRDF model of bare
land surface. The specific parameters are shown in Table A3. The values in parentheses are
the errors of the parameters.
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Table A1. Basic characteristics of sensor.

Equipment Parameters

Central wavelength/nm 490 nm, 670 nm, 865 nm, 1030 nm, 1640 nm
Polarization I, Q, U

Pol. Cal. Error 0.02
Rad. Cal. Error 5% (VNIR), 5% (SWIR)

Multi-angle 15

Table A2. The aerosol model parameters.

Scenarios mr (550 nm) mi (550 nm) reff/µm Veff FMFV

Fine-dominated 1.44 (0.15) 0.011 (0.01) 0.21 (80%) 0.25 (80%) 0.8
Coarse-dominated 1.55 (0.15) 0.003 (0.005) 1.90 (80%) 0.41 (80%) 0.2

Table A3. The surface model parameters.

Surface Type f iso (λ) k1 k2

Bare soil 0.105 (0.0224), 0.276 (0.0207), 0.355
(0.2119), 0.415 (0.137), 0.446 (0.126) 0.158 (80%) 0.547 (80%)

The values of the surface model parameter fiso(λ) correspond to 490 nm, 670 nm, 865 nm, 1030 nm, and
1640 nm, respectively.
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